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PENTHOUSE GOES MOD AND MASCULINE WITH CUSTOM FURNISHINGS
Earlier this year, we were invited by a client to furnish his new penthouse at the Nic on Fifth in Minneapolis. He
requested minimalist decor with a black and white monochromatic palette and "modern but comfortable"
furnishings. We settled on oversized bold pieces that could withstand a bit of wear and tear and, ultimately, can
be reconfigured if and when our client moves. The penthouse is now appointed with black leather, polished
chrome, faceted mirror, powder coated metal and the softest of fabrics throughout.

In the master bedroom faux leather panels (in Stallion black) were custom made to span the 9' wide headboard
wall making it a dramatic focal point. The panels can be cut down and re-wrapped in the future should our client
require them for a smaller space or additional panels can be made to extend the headboard should more be
needed. At the base of the bed is a coordinating faux leather bench with square lines and polished chrome legs.
Together the headboard and bench wrap the bed in masculine grace. Chrome, introduced with the bench, is
sprinkled elsewhere throughout the penthouse in the form of: lamp bases, bookends, artwork, sculpture and
other furnishings. The wood desk, stained "Raven" black is paired with another sustainably-produced faux
leather chair, metal bookshelves, and a stunning acrylic-framed black and white abstract.

Visit our HOUZZ site to see more photos and furnishings from this stunning penthouse. Contact us when you're
ready to furnish a new space or to bring life to an existing one! We will work with you to customize furnishings,
accessories, art, area rugs, and window treatments.

INTERIOR DESIGN
THIS WINTER: ADD A LITTLE LIGHT ... AND INTEREST TOO!
Table lamps can have a big impact on your space - alone or in pairs they alter the mood,
make tasks easier, and add interest to a bath, fireplace or entry. Today's table lamps offer
an opportunity to create intimacy, introduce a new style, and even act as affordable
sculptural art. Base options include: high gloss ceramic, metal, glass, wood, and crystal.
Paired with a simple shade, the lamp base stands on its own with a surprising amount of
visual impact. Let us help you find the right table lamp for the long, dark days of winter
ahead! Contact Gigi to set up a design consult.

CONTACT US
DiGiacomo Homes & Renovation, Inc. is an award winning, husband and wife,
design-build firm that has been honored to bring timeless beauty, value, and
sustainability to neighborhoods throughout the Twin Cities for more than 25 years.
Our services include site analysis, architectural design, interior design, and
construction. As always, contact us with questions or when ready to begin your
custom home or remodel project.
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